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sooner than when the receiver was not exhausted; but a piece of re~l- 
hot iron did not appear to lose its redness sooner in a vacuum than 
~vheu placed in the closed receiver. 

Experiment 12. A piece of lighted match, "such as souldlers use," 
u'as placed in the receiver; it was quickly extinguished, and an im- 
mense quantity of smoke was produced. 

Experiment 13. In order to see whether the match was extinguished 
for want of air, or because the smoke pressed upon it, and stifled the 
flame, a partially-blown bladder was introduced with the match, to see 
if the fumes exerted appreciable pressure, but the bladder expanded 
quite as readily as when it was placed in the receiver without the match. 

Experiment 14. Gunpowder could be fired in an exhausted receiver, 
and a flint and steel meeting together in collision produced sparks. 

(To be Con(inued.) 

On the Spectra of some of the Fixed Slats. 
From the London Chemical News, No. 236, 

A paper " o n  the spectra of some of the fixed stars," by W. Hug- 
gins, F.R.A.S.,  and Professor W. A. Miller, was then read. After 
a few introductory remarks, the authors describe the apparatus which 
they employ, and their general method of observing the spectra of the 
fixed stars and planets. The spectroscope contrived for these inquiries 
was attached to the eye-end of a refracting telescope of 10 feet focal 
length, with an 8-inch achromatic object-glass, the whole mounted equa- 
torially and carried by a clock-movement. In the construction of the 
spectroscope, a plane-convex cylindrical lens, of 14 inches focal length, 
was employed to convert the image of the star into a narrow line of 
light, which was made to fall upon a very fine slit, behind which was 
placed an achromatic collimating lens. The dispersing portion of the 
arrangement consisted of two dense flint-glass prisms~ and the spec- 
trum was viewed through a small achromatic telescope with a magnify- 
ing power of between 5 and 6 diameters. Angular measures of the 
different parts of the spectrum were obtained by means of a microme- 
tric screw s by which the position of the small telescope was regulated. 
A reflecting prism was placed over one half of the slit of the spectro- 
scope, and by means of a mirror, suitably adjusted, the spectra of 
comparison were viewed simultaneously with the stellar spectra. This 
light was usually obtained from the induction spark taken between 
electrodes of different metals. The dispersive power of the apparatus 
was sufficient to enable the observer to see the line .bri of Kirchhoff 
between the two solar lines D; and the three constituents of the mag- 
nesium group at b are divided still more evidently.* Minute deta i l s  
of the methods adopted for testing the exact coincidence of the cor-  
r e s p o n d i n g  m e t a l l i c  lines with those of the solar and lunar s p e c t r u m  

* Each unit of the scale adopted was about equal to ~ - ~ t h  of the distance be- 
tween x and ~[ in the solar spectrum. The meast~res on ditferent occasions of the- 
~ame line rarely differed by one of these units~ and were often identical. 
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are given, and the authors then proceed to give the results of their 
observations. Careful examination of the spectrum of the light obtained 
from various points of the moon's surface failed to show any lines re- 
sembling those due to the earth's atmosphere. The planets Venus, 
t~iars, Jupiter, and Saturn were also examined for atmospheric lines, 
but none such could bc discovered, though the characteristic aspect of 
the solar spectrum was reeognised iu each case; and several of the 
lorinciFal lines were measured, and found to be exactly coincident with 
the solar lines. :Between forty and fifty of the fixed stars have been 
more or less completely examined ; and tables of the measures of about 
90 lines in Aldeb~lran, nearly 80 in u. Orionis, and 15 in fl Pegasi are 
given, with diagrams of the lines in the two stars first named. These 
diagrams include the results of the comparison of the spectra of various 
terrestrial elements with those of the star. In the spectrum of Alde- 
baran coincidence with nine of the elementary bodies were observed, 
viz : sodium, magnesium, hydrogen, calcium, iron, bismuth, tellurium, 
antimony, and mercury ; in seven otiler cases no coincidence was found 
to occur. In the spectrum of a Orionis five cases of coincidence were 
found--viz : sodium, magnesium, calcium, iron, and bismuth ; whilst in 
the case of ten other metals no coincidence with the lines of this stellar 
spectrum was found. ~ Pegasi furnished a spectrum closely resem- 
bling that of a Orionis in appearance, but much weaker ; only a few of 
the lines admitted of accurate measurement, for want of light ; but the 
coincidence of sodium and magnesium was ascertained ; thug of barium, 
iron, and manganese was doubtful. Four other elements were found not 
to be coincident. In particular, it was noticed that the lines C and iF, 
correspond to hydrogen, which are present in nearly all the stars, are 
wanting in a Orionis and j~ Pegasi. The investigation of the stars 
which follow is less complete, a~d no details of measurement are given, 
though several points of much interest have been ascertained. SMus 
gave spectrum containing five strong lines, and numerous finer lines. 
The occurrence of sodium, magnesimn, hydrogen and probably of iron, 
was shown by coincidence of certain lines in the spectra of these metals 
with those in the star. In u. Lyrm the occurrence of sodium, magnesium, 
and hydrogen was also shown by the s.~me means. In Capella sodium 
was shown, and about twenty of the lines in the star were measured. 
In Arcturus the authors have measured about thir ty lines, and have 
observed the coincidence of the sodium line with a double line in the 
star spectrum. In Pollux they obtained evidence of the presence of 
sodium, magnesium, and probably of iron. The presence of sodium 
was also indicated in Procyon and a Cygni. In no single instance 
have the authors ever observed a star spectrum in which lines were 
not discernible, if the light were sufficiently intense and the atmo- 
sphere favorable. Rigel, for instance, which some authors state to be 
free from lines, is filled with a multitude of fine lines. Photographs 
of the spectra of Sirius and Capella were taken upon collodion ; but, 
though tolerably sharp, the apparatus employed was not sufficiently 
perfect to  afford any indication of lines in the photograph. In the con- 
eluding portion of their paper, the authors apply the facts observed 
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to an explanation of the colors of the stars. They consider that the 
difference of color is to be sought in the difference of the constitution 
of the investing stellar atmospheres, which act by absorbing particular 
portions of the light emitted by the incandescent solid or liquid photo- 
sphere, the light of which in each case they suppose to be the same in 
quality originally, as it seems to be independent of the chemical nature 
of its constituents, so far as observ,qtion of the various solid and liquid 
elementary bodies, when rendered incandescent by terrestrial means~ 
appears to indicate. 

Proceedings of the Royal Society, May 2~ 1864. 

For the Journal of the Franklin Institute. 

On t/~e Parabolic Gonstruetion of S/tips. :By Jel ls  W. ~YSTR0~L 

The following communication has been received by me. 

TRIEST, Austria, June 8th, 1864. 
GENTL~S~AN :--After having perused your treatise on the Parabolic 

Construction of Ships, your Pocket :Book of Mechanies~ 9th edition, 
and a Lecture on the Parabolic Construction, published in the Journal 
of the t'ranklin Institute, re-published in the Artizan for July, 1864, 
in London, I take the liberty of sending you the theories that sustain 
Chapman's hypothesis, in which you have not succeeded; with the 
hope that you will correct your theory, based on wrong hypothesis, 
before going forward with your treatise, now in progress, and that it 
really will be brought to perfection ; and should these proofs be ae- 
cepted~ I may avail myself of another opportunity to forward some 
more extensive details on the :Parabolic Construction, communicated 
to my family in the year 1806, from Chapman himself, (sending 
work entitled, "FSrsSk till en Theoretisk Afhandling att gifva ett 
Linie skepp dess r~tta storlek ach form. Likaledes fSr Fregatter och 
mindre Bev~rade Fartyg af F. H. af Chapman Carlserona, 1806,") 
which was the result of labors of the latter years of Chapman's life, 
that he dedicated it, as his testament or memorial of what he had been 
able to contribute to it, to all enlightened admirers of this noble sci- 
ence. 

In case you would be so very kind as to answer this letter, I 
beg you to have the kindness, if you do not publish the theoretic part 
of the Parabolic System in your progressional work, to make me ac- 
quainted with it, in order that I may be able to know if 1 have some- 
thing still to learn of it. 

Very respectfully, 
[-- COAT- 7 ANTItONY PANFILLr ,  

OF . . . . . . . . . . .  l~Ir. Jo l t~  W. NrsTao-'~, C . E .  LAI~MS.J NO. 990, T r i e s t ,  

Austria. 
I have'received half a dozen letters of this kind from shlp-builders 

in Europe, which all seem to agree that I am wrong in my Parabolic 
Construction ; but they do not state why or wherein I am wrong, on ly 
refer me to Chapman's formulas. I have answered several eommu- 


